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Abstract: We are concerned with the perturbation of a rather general class of linear time-
invariant systems, namely well-posed linear system (WPLS), under additive linear perturbations
seen as feedback laws. Let  be a WPLS with (A;B;C) as generating triple. For all control
operator E, and all observation operator F such that (A;E; F ) is the generating triple of a
WPLS, we prove that, if (A;B; F ) and (A;E;C) are also the generating triples of some WPLS,
for all admissible feedback operator K for (A;E; F ), we can construct a WPLS K whose
generating triple is (AK ; BK ; CK), where AK is the innitisemal generator of the closed-loop of
(A;E; F ) by the feedback operator K. Furthermore, we give necessary and sucient condition
such that exact controllability persists from  to K . In particular, we show that this is the
case for all suciently small bounded operator K.
Keywords: Linear systems, Closed-loop systems, Perturbation, Controllability, Robustness.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are interested in the robustness of exact
controllability and exact observability of well-posed linear
systems under some type of perturbations. Due to lack
of space, we will only talk about exact controllability.
However, since we are dealing in the sequel with Hilbert
spaces, exact controllability is dual to exact observability,
see for instance (Tucsnak and Weiss, 2009, Chapter 11),
and similar results can be easily obtained for exact ob-
servability. These concepts are supposed to be known, but
exact controllability will be properly dened in Section 2.
Well-posed linear systems are now a well-known class of
linear time-invariant systems, which has been introduced
in their modern form in the late 80's (see the work of
Salamon (1987, 1989); Weiss (1989a,b, 1994b); Curtain
and Weiss (1989)). This class allows to write a wide
range of partial dierential equations in abstract form.
Other more general classes of linear time-invariant systems
have been investigated, such as system nodes, see Staans
(2005); Tucsnak and Weiss (2014), or even more general
as resolvent linear systems, see Opmeer (2005). For more
details on well-posed linear systems, we refer to the survey
papers by Weiss et al. (2001); Tucsnak and Weiss (2014)
and the book by Staans (2005).
A well-known result in nite dimension (Lee and Markus,
1967, Th. 11 p. 100) says that, to quote: The set of all
controllable processes is open and dense in the metric of
all autonomous linear processes in Rn. This means in
particular that for all small enough perturbations of a
controllable system, controllability persists. In the innite
dimensional setting, there is a very wide literature about
this subject. Among these works, we can cite Leiva (2003);
Boulite et al. (2005); Hadd (2005); Mei and Peng (2010);
C^ndea and Tucsnak (2010); Mei and Peng (2014). Except
for some particular partial dierential equations where
the results can be stronger (this is the case for instance
in (C^ndea and Tucsnak, 2010, Theorem 1)), they all
conclude that for all small enough perturbations, exact
controllability persists. But the \small enough" has to be
understood \small enough in the class where we allow
the control operator and the perturbation to lie in". The
aim of this work is to extend the results in Hadd (2005);
Mei and Peng (2010), by allowing a more general class of
perturbations.
1.1 Closed-loop perturbations
To make easier to understand which type of perturbations
we have in mind, let us focus on nite dimensional linear
time-invariant systems for this subsection. A linear time-
invariant system can be represented by four matrices A,
B, C, and D, with appropriate dimensions, such that the
control u, the state z, and the observation y satisfy
_z(t) = Az(t) +Bu(t); 8t  0;
y(t) = Cz(t) +Du(t); 8t  0; (1)
together with the initial condition z(0) = z0.
To consider additive linear perturbations in system (1), we
have at least two ways. On the one hand, one can consider
A alone, adds a linear pertubation P (that is a matrix with
appropriate dimensions), and look at the system whose
four matrices are A + P , B, C, and D. However, it can
then be dicult to link the initial system to the perturbed
one, and hence their respective properties. On the other
hand, one could consider perturbations as feedback laws:
this is the idea we follow in this work, borrowed from Hadd
(2005); Mei and Peng (2010). The main drawback of this
approach is that in general we then perturb the whole
system, that is A, B, C, and D, and not only A. The
advantage is that we easily link the initial system to the
KA
uB yC
vE uE yF
K
Fig. 1. The augmented system perturbed by a closed loop.
perturbed one but, a priori, we do not control nor observe
the same way after perturbation.
More precisely let A, B, E, C, F , DBC = D, D
B
F , D
E
C , and
DEF , be nine matrices (with appropriate dimensions), we
then consider the augmented system8<: _z(t) = Az(t) +Bu
B(t) + EuE(t);
yC(t) = Cz(t) +D
B
Cu
B(t) +DECu
E(t);
yF (t) = Fz(t) +D
B
F u
B(t) +DEF u
E(t);
together with the initial condition z(0) = z0. It is clear
that if we take uE  0 and \forget" yF , we come back to
system (1).
Now our perturbation is given by considering the feedback
law
uE(t) = KyF (t) + v
E(t); 8t  0;
where K is an appropriate feedback matrix and vE is the
new input function for E.
We can see on Fig. 1 a representation of the closed
augmented system.
Alternatively, this perturbation can be described as fol-
lows:
C =

C
F

; B = [B E] ;
D =

DBC D
E
C
DBF D
E
F

; K =

0 0
0 K

;
and nally
y =

yC
yF

; u =

uB uE

= Ky + v;
we then have a classic closed-loop by K of system whose
matrices are A, B, C, and D. Hence, an easy exercise if
K is admissible, i.e. if I   DK is invertible (equivalently
I KD) (we denote the identity on any space by the same
symbol I), gives us that the closed-loop system's matrices
are given by
AK = A+ BK(I  DK) 1C; BK = B(I  KD) 1;
CK = (I  DK) 1C; DK = (I  DK) 1D:
This is also an easy exercise to see that in fact, K is
admissible (for D) if and only if K is admissible for DEF ,
i.e. I  KDEF and I  DEFK are invertible.
Finally, some basic computations allow us, after taking
vE  0 and \forgetting" yF , to come back to a perturbed
system closely related to the unperturbed one (1), whose
matrices are given by
AK = A+ EK(I  DEFK) 1F;
BK = B + E(I  KDEF ) 1KDBF ;
CK = C +DECK(I  DEFK) 1F;
DK = DBC +D
E
CK(I  DEFK) 1DBF :
In particular, we can appreciate that we nally construct
a system where the additive perturbation of A is the one
corresponding to the closed-loop of A, E, F , DEF by K,
while our new control and observation matrices are just
additive linear perturbations of B and C.
Remark 1. In this nite dimensional situation, DBF , D
E
C ,
and DEF can be choosen equal to zero without compro-
mising the augmentation step in the process since the
resulting systems will always be well-posed. Then we have
AK = A + EKF , BK = B, CK = C, and DK = D.
However, this is not the case in general. In fact, we need
Hypothesis 13 (this is a necessary and sucient condition)
to do the augmentation step in general. This is why we give
the general form even for the nite dimensional setting.
1.2 Well-posed linear systems
Thanks to Weiss (1994a), the idea of closed-loop pertur-
bation can be extended directly to a wide class of innite-
dimensional systems: well-posed linear systems. Now A,
B, C, E, and F are possibly unbounded operators (while
operators Ds may be non-unique, depending on choices to
continuously extend operators C and F on larger spaces,
but they are bounded), and without any additional as-
sumptions, we are no longer able to write down easily the
operators that generate the perturbed system.
Roughly speaking, well-posed linear systems are the gen-
eralization of (1), in the integrated form8>><>>:
z(t) = etAz0 +
Z t
0
e(t s)ABu(s)ds;
y(t) = CetAz0 + C
Z t
0
e(t s)ABu(s)ds+Du(t);
to innite dimensional spaces U , X, and Y .
1.3 Outline of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall
the basics of well-posed linear systems. In Section 3,
we augment the initial system with the operators that
describe the perturbation to another well-posed linear
system, dene the feedback law which gives the closed-loop
system, as in the nite dimensional situation, to nally
get our perturbed well-posed linear system. Hypothesis 13
appears naturally in this part. In Section 4, we give our
main results about the robustness of exact controllability
under small perturbations, namely Corollary 16. Finally,
in Section 5, we specify our result to the regular cases
considered in Hadd (2005); Mei and Peng (2010).
2. BACKGROUND ON WELL-POSED LINEAR
SYSTEMS
All the material recall in this section can be found in Weiss
et al. (2001) and the references therein.
2.1 Denition
We rst dene the  -concatenation. For any   0 and any
Z, Hilbert space, we dene for all u, v in L2([0;1); Z) the
following binary operator
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u 

v

(t) =

u(t); 8t 2 [0;  ];
v(t  ); 8t  :
DenotingP the projection of L
2([0;1); Z) on L2([0; ); Z)
(by truncation) and S the right shift (by ) operator on
L2([0;1); Z), we can rewrite
u 

v = Pu+ Sv:
Denition 2. (Well-Posed Linear System). Let U , X, and
Y be three Hilbert spaces, called respectively the input
space, the state space, and the output space. We denote by
U = L2((0;1);U) and Y = L2((0;1);Y ). A well-posed
linear system  = (t)t0 on (U;X; Y ) is a quadruplet
 =

T 
	 F

such that
(1) T = (Tt)t0 is a C0-semigroup on X,
(2)  = (t)t0 is a family of bounded linear operators
from U to X such that
+t (u  v) = Ttu+tv; 8u; v 2 U ; ; t  0;
(3) 	 = (	t)t0 is a family of bounded linear operators
from X to Y such that
	+tz = 	z  	tTz; 8z 2 X; ; t  0;
and 	0  0,
(4) F = (Ft)t0 is a family of bounded linear operators
from U to Y such that for all u and v 2 U and all
; t  0, we have
F+t (u  v) = (Fu)  (	tu+ Ftv) ;
and F0  0.
The operators  are called input maps, 	 are called
output maps and F are called input{output maps.
Denition 3. (Exact controllability). Let  > 0, we say
that a well-posed linear system  =

T 
	 F

is exactly
controllable in time  if and only if Ran = X, where
Ran means the range of the opeartor.
2.2 Realization
Let A be the innitesimal generator of a semigroup T on
X, and  2 (A) a xed number in the resolvent set of
A. We denote X1 the Hilbert space obtained when D(A)
is endowed with the norm kz0k1 := k(I   A)z0k for
z0 2 D(A), where k  k without subscript denote the norm
in X. Let us also dene X 1 as the completion of X by
the norm kz0k 1 := k(I   A) 1z0k, for z0 2 X. Then
X 1 is a Hilbert space and we have
X1  X  X 1;
with dense and continuous embedding.
Theorem 4. (Generating triple). Let  be a well-posed
linear system on (U;X; Y ). Then
 There exist a unique control operator B 2 L(U;X 1)
such that
tu =
Z t
0
Tt sBu(s)ds; 8t  0; u 2 U : (2)
 There exist a unique observation operator C 2
L(X1; Y ) such that for all z0 2 X1
	tz0 =

CTsz0; 0  s  t;
0; s  0: (3)
The triple (A;B;C) is called the generating triple of .
Denition 5. (Well-posed triple). Let A be an innitesi-
mal generator, B 2 L(U;X 1), C 2 L(X1; Y ). We say
that the triple (A;B;C) is well-posed on (U;X; Y ) if it is
the generating triple of a well-posed linear system  on
(U;X; Y ).
Denition 6. (Transfer function). There exists a unique
analytic L(U; Y )-valued well-posed, i.e. its domain con-
tains a right half-plane, function G called the transfer
function of , which determines F. If z0 = 0 and u 2 U ,
then y = Fu and y has a Laplace transform by such that
for all s 2 C with suciently large real part:by(s) = G(s)bu(s):
Furthermore we have for all s,  2 fs 2 CjRe (s) > !0(T)g,
where !0(T) is the growth bound of the semigroup T,
G(s) G() = C (sI  A) 1   (I  A) 1B: (4)
Denition 7. (Admissibility).
 We say that a control operator B 2 L(U;X 1) is
admissible for the semigroup T if for some (hence all)
t > 0, the operator t : U ! X 1 dened by (2) has
its range in X.
 We say that an observation operator C 2 L(X1; Y ) is
admissible for the semigroup T if for some (hence all)
t > 0, the operator 	t : X1 ! Y dened by (3) has a
continuous extension to X.
Theorem 8. A triple of operators (A;B;C) is well-posed
on (U;X; Y ) if and only if
(1) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup
on X.
(2) B 2 L(U;X 1) is an admissible control operator for
T.
(3) C 2 L(X1; Y ) is an admissible observation operator
for T.
(4) there is an  2 R such that some (hence any) solution
H : (A) ! L(U; Y ) of the equation (4) is bounded
on fs 2 CjRe (s) > g.
2.3 Feedback
Denition 9. (Admissible feedback). Let  be a well-posed
linear system on (U;X; Y ). An operator K 2 L(Y;U) is an
admissible (static) output feedback operator for  (or for
G) if I   GK has a well-posed inverse (equivalently, if
I   KG has a well-posed inverse), i.e. bounded on some
right half-plane.
From (Weiss, 1994a, Denition 3.11, Proposition 3.12), we
get the following useful result.
Proposition 10. For each well-posed linear system , there
exists a d 2 (0;1] such that all K 2 L(Y; U) with
kKkL(Y;U) < d is an admissible output feedback operator.
The greatest d is called the well-posedness radius ofG, the
transfer function of .
Proposition 11. IfK is admissible for , then the feedback
law u = Ky+v determines a new well-posed linear system
K , called the closed-loop system, unique solution to
K    = 

0 0
0 K

K ; 8 > 0: (5)
Furthermore, we have the commutation property


0 0
0 K

K = 
K


0 0
0 K

 ; 8 > 0: (6)
From (5){(6), we directly get that
(I   FK)(I + FK K) = I = (I + FK K)(I   FK); (7)
and
(I  KF )(I +KFK ) = I = (I +KFK )(I  KF ): (8)
From (5), we also get
 = 
K
 (I +KFK ): (9)
3. CLOSED-LOOP PERTURBATIONS
Suppose that BC and 
E
F are well-posed linear systems on
(UB ; X; YC) and (U
E ; X; YF ) respectively, with respective
generating triple (A;B;C) and (A;E; F ). We would like to
obtain a well-posed linear system K whose innitesimal
generator is the one obtained by a closed-loop of EF by an
output feedback operator K 2 L(YF ; UE), while control
and observation operators are closely related to B and
C. The idea is to follow Fig 1. Obviously, this means
that (A;B; C), with B = [B E] and C =

C
D

, has to
be well-posed on (UB  UE ; X; YC  YF ) in the sense of
Denition 5.
Lemma 12. The triple of operators (A;B; C) is well-posed
on (UBUE ; X; YC YF ) if and only if the four following
assertions are fullled:
 (A;B;C) is well-posed on (UB ; X; YC),
 (A;E; F ) is well-posed on (UE ; X; YF ),
 (A;E;C) is well-posed on (UE ; X; YC),
 (A;B; F ) is well-posed on (UB ; X; YF ).
Proof. By straightforward computation, we see that
F :=

FBC R
S FEF

;
where R and S are families of bounded linear operators
from UE to YC , and from UB to YF respectively, is the
input{output map of a well-posed linear system with T as
semigroup,  =

B E

as input map and 	 =

	C
	F

as output map if and only if R = FEC and S = FBF are
input{output maps of well-posed linear systems with T as
semigroup, E , respectively B, as input map and 	C ,
respectively 	F , as output map. 
From now on, we always suppose the following
Hypothesis 13.
(A;B; C) is well-posed on (UB  UE ; X; YC  YF ), or
equivalently:
 (A;B;C) is well-posed on (UB ; X; YC),
 (A;E; F ) is well-posed on (UE ; X; YF ),
 (A;E;C) is well-posed on (UE ; X; YC),
 (A;B; F ) is well-posed on (UB ; X; YF ).
Let us denote A the augmented well-posed linear system
on (UB  UE ; X; YC  YF ) whose generating triple is
(A;B; C), then
A =

T 
	 F

=
24 T B E	C
	F
 
FBC FEC
FBF FEF
35 :
LetK 2 L(YF ; UE) be an admissible feedback operator for
EF . We close system A by the feedback law u
E = KyF +
vE , where vE is the new control. In other words, let us
denote K =

0 0
0 K

, then dene KA the feedback system
by (5) with A instead of  and K instead of K.
Remark 14. As in the nite dimensional situation, this is
an easy exercise to show that K is admissible (for A) if
and only if K is admissible (for EF ).
Then let us denote
KA =

TK K
	K FK

=
2664
TK
h
B
K
E
K
i"
	C
K
	F
K
# "
FB
KCK FE
KCK
FB
KFK FE
KFK
#3775 :
Now we come back to a system with a single input and a
single output by taking vE  0 and by forgetting yF in
Figure 1. We then consider K =
"
TK B
K
	C
K
FB
KCK
#
which
is a well-posed linear system, and we have
TK = T+E
K
K	F = T+EK	F
K
:
This last identity shows that we achieve our goal to
construct a well-posed linear system closely related to the
initial one, with a semigroup corresponding to the one
obtained by closing the loop by K in EF .
4. ROBUSTNESS OF EXACT CONTROLLABILITY
Theorem 15. Suppose that  is exactly controllable in
time  > 0, that is RanB = X. Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(1) K is exactly controllable in time  > 0, that is
RanB
K
 = X,
(2) RanE  RanB
K
 ,
(3) Ran (B )

 Ran
h
I + (B )
 B (B ) 1 E KFBKFK i.
Proof.
First note that, from (8) and (9), we have
Ran = Ran
K
 ; Ran
EK
 = Ran
E
 : (10)
\(1) ) (2)":
This is obvious.
\(2) ) (1)":
Remark that RanB = X implies Ran = X. Indeed
X = RanB = 
B
 UB = 
 UB  f0g
 
 UB  UE = Ran :
Then from (10), RanK = X. So for all z0 2 X, there
exists a pair (uB ; uE) 2 UB  UE such that
B
K
 u
B +E
K
 u
E = z0:
On the other hand, suppose RanB
K
 ( X, i.e. that
there exists z0 2 X such that for all euB 2 UB , we have
B
K
 euB 6= z0. This implies from the previous equality that
9(uB ; uE) 2 UBUE ; 8euB 2 UB ;BK (euB uB) 6= EK uE ;
which is equivalent to
9uE 2 UE ; 8uB 2 UB ; BK uB 6= E
K
 u
E :
This means that
RanE
K
 6 RanB
K
 :
We conclude by contraposition, and by using (10) again.
\(1) ) (3)":
Since RanB = X, B (
B
 )
 (the controllability gram-
mian) is invertible in L(X), so we can rewrite
B
K
 = 
B

h
I + (B )
 B (B ) 1 E KFBKFKi :
If B
K
 is surjective, then we must have 
KerB
?  Ran hI + (B ) B (B ) 1 E KFBKFKi ;
where Ker means the kernel of the operator, or equiva-
lently
Ran (B )
  Ran
h
I + (B )
 B (B ) 1 E KFBKFKi :
We conclude by claiming that Ran (B )
 is closed in X.
Indeed, since RanB = X, then (
B
 )
 is bounded from
below, hence left-invertible and the result follows from
(Brezis, 2011, Theorem 2.13).
\(3) ) (1)":
The range inclusion
Ran (B )
  Ran
h
I + (B )
 B (B ) 1 E KFBKFK i ;
is equivalent to the existence of an L 2 L(X;UB) such
that
(B )
 =
h
I + (B )
 B (B ) 1 E KFBKFK iL:
If we multiply by B on the left, we get
9L 2 L(X;UB); B (B ) = B
K
 L:
So that
X = RanB (
B
 )
  RanBK :

Corollary 16. Suppose that  is exactly controllable in
time  > 0. There exists # > 0 such that for all K 2
L(Y;U) with kKk < #, K is exactly controllable in time
 > 0.
Proof. From Proposition 10, there exists d > 0 (possibly
=1) such that all K 2 L(YF ; UE) with kKk < d are ad-
missible output feedback operators for EF . If furthermore,
kKk < kFEF k 1, we then have
k(I   FEF K) 1k 
1
1  kFEF kkKk
: (11)
Now, if
k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E KFBKFK k < 1;
Then I + (B )
 B (B ) 1 E KFBKFK is invertible,
so its range is the whole space UB and point (3) of
Theorem 15 is satised.
We have
k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E KFBKFK k
 k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E kkKkkFBKFK k:
And from (5) and (7), we know that
FB
KFK
 = (I   FEF K) 1FBF ;
so we have thanks to (11)
k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E KFBKFK k
 k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E k kKk1  kFEF kkKkkFBF k:
After straightforward computations, we show that
k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E k kKk1  kFEF kkKkkFBF k < 1;
if and only if
kKk <
h
k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E kkFBF k+ kFEF k 1i 1 ;
which together with the two other bounds for K gives that
# is given by
min

d; kFEF k 1;h
k(B )

B (
B
 )
 1 E kkFBF k+ kFEF k 1i 1;
and the result follows. 
Remark 17. Our Theorem 15 can be thought to be very
theoretic and not usable in practice since it is very dicult
to characterise the range of an operator in general. How-
ever, it allows us to avoid the description of Banach spaces
involving unbounded operators (namely admissible ones),
as in (Hadd, 2005, Denition 2.2), to prove Corollary 16.
Furthermore, we can tackle more general perturbations
with this approach. Corollary 16 is the main result of this
work, showing that, under Hypothesis 13, for all bounded
operator K small enough, exact controllability persists.
5. THE REGULAR CASE
Denition 18. Let  be well-posed linear system on
(U;X; Y ). If for all u 2 U , the limit
lim
R3!1
G()u;
exists, then  is said to be regular. The limit is denotedDu
and allows to dene D 2 L(U; Y ) the feedthrough operator
of .
Remark 19. Regular linear systems admit various equiva-
lent denitions, see Tucsnak and Weiss (2014).
Remark 20. As said in (Hadd, 2005, Remark 2.5), if the
control or observation operator is bounded, then the
resulting triple is a generating triple and the system is
regular with D = 0 as feedthrough operator.
In Hadd (2005); Mei and Peng (2010), they suppose that
 is a regular linear system (more precisely, they consider
control systems, so that C = 0 and then regularity follows
from the previous remark). They consider perturbations
given by admissible control or observation operators. In
the following, we show that our result, namely Corol-
lary 16, contains their results. Let (A;B; 0) be the gen-
erating triple of , with 0 as feedthrough operator.
In Hadd (2005), the author consider \control perturba-
tion" PB , that is an admissible control operator. Dene
B = B PB and C = 0I

. Then, from the previous
remark, we get that Hypothesis 13 is satised, and that
the four systems are regular with feedthrough operators 0.
Finally, from (Tucsnak and Weiss, 2014, Theorem 5.17)
and Corollary 16, we get that AK = (A + PBK) on
its domain, BK = B, and the result in (Hadd, 2005,
Theorem 3.3-(iii)) with smallness assumption needed on
the operator K.
In Mei and Peng (2010), the authors consider \observation
perturbation" PO (for the controllability problem). They
suppose that (A;B; PO) is the generating triple of a
regular linear system. Furthermore, it seems that they
implicitly assume that the feedthrough operator of the
regular linear system is D = 0. Indeed, in Theorem 2.2,
they reproduce the results on regular linear systems with
feedback of Weiss (1994a), summed up in (Tucsnak and
Weiss, 2014, Theorem 5.17). However, a comparison of
the two above theorems show, for instance, that (I  
DK) 1 = I, by getting a close look at the form of AK .
Furthermore, it is said in the proof of Theorem 3.9 that
the transfer function associated with (A;B; PO) tends to
zero at innity, which means by denition that D = 0.
These two facts steer us to believe that the authors have
made this assumption implicitly. So let us suppose that
(A;B; PO) is the generating triple of a regular linear
system with feedthrough operator D = 0. Dene B =
[B I] and C =

0
PO

. Then again, Hypothesis 13 is
satised and the four systems are regular with feedthrough
operators 0. And again from (Tucsnak and Weiss, 2014,
Theorem 5.17) and Corollary 16 we get that AK = (A +
KPO ) on its domain, B
K = B, and the result in (Mei
and Peng, 2010, Theorem 3.9) with smallness assumption
needed on the operator K. Note that we use here PO , the
-extension of the observation operator PO, see (Tucsnak
and Weiss, 2014, Denition 5.1).
6. CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, we can say that the idea of \extended well-
posed linear system" introduced in Hadd (2005) allows to
consider more general perturbations in Corollary 16 for
controllable systems than just admissible ones, by seeing
them as feedback laws. However, we can not conclude
without mentioning again that in general, we also perturb
the way we control and the way we observe (i.e. the control
and the observation operators), which can be a major
drawback. Indeed, if we want, for instance, study control
and/or observation of a perturbation of a linear partial
dierential equation (PDE) in the context of WPLS, the
control and observation operators of the unperturbed PDE
have a physical meaning: we do not know if we can give to
the perturbed control and observation operators a relevant
physical meaning for the target perturbed PDE.
We also mention that the dual counterpart of the present
results, namely exact observability, will lead to a general-
ization of the other result of Mei and Peng (2010): consid-
ering \control perturbation" for observation systems.
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